Assisted migration is the translocation of species beyond their historical range to more suitable 9 locations given future climate change. This conservation approach poses risks of establishment 10 failure because of uncertainty in decision making, climate, and interactions with the recipient 11 ecological community. To quantify the risks and benefits of assisted migration under different 12 management decisions, we built a stochastic metacommunity model to simulate several species 13 reproducing, dispersing, and competing on a temperature gradient as temperature increases 14 over time. Without assisted migration, species were vulnerable to climate change if they had a 15 low population sizes, short dispersal, and strong poleword competition. When relocating 16 species that exemplified these traits assisted migration increases the long-term persistence of 17 the species most when relocating a fraction of the donor population, even if the remaining 18 population was very small or rapidly declining. Especially when it is difficult to identify a species' 19 optimal climate, leaving behind a fraction of the population could be a robust approach, 20 allowing managers to repeat assisted migration in case they move the species at the wrong 21 place and wrong time. Assisted migration was most beneficial to species with low dispersal 22 ability and least beneficial to species with narrow thermal tolerances, for which assisted 23 migration increased extinction risk in almost all situations. Relocation did not affect the survival 24 of non-target species, suggesting that competitive interactions alone were unlikely cause 25 invasions from assisted migration. 26 Keywords 27 managed relocation, community ecology, climate change, stochastic model, translocation, 28 dispersal 29 30 31 32
Introduction
Global biodiversity is expected to decline at accelerated rates with projected climate 34 change (Urban 2015) . Among the species that are most at risk of extinction are those with 35 limited dispersal, narrow ranges, narrow climate tolerance, and low population sizes (Pearson multispecies framework is a crucial next step to account for the species interactions that give 80 rise to the risk of invasiveness and uncertainty in the drivers of species ranges. In this paper, we 81 quantify the benefits and risks of AM given species interactions, multiple sources of 82 uncertainty, and an array of management decisions. We built a stochastic metacommunity 83 model to simulate competing species undergoing climate change to estimate which species 84 were vulnerable to extinction, which species were likely to benefit from AM, and what fraction 85 of the population to relocate. Because managers will have limited knowledge of a species' 86 optimal climate (a reducible uncertainty), we simulated relocation with uncertainty in 87 estimating of species' thermal optima. By repeating these simulations under different levels of 88 environmental stochasticity (an irreducible uncertainty), we identified characteristics of 89 successful AM approaches that were robust over a wide variety of uncertainty scenarios. Fig. 1) . Each species has a unique dispersal distance ( ), thermal optimum ( ), thermal 100 tolerance breadth ( ), and a reproductive strength parameter ( ) that scales the birth rate to 101 create a specialist/generalist trade-off (Levins 1968). We simulate AM by selecting one target 102 species and relocating a fraction of its total population toward the leading edge each time the 103 population falls below a threshold population size. We compared outcomes when relocating 104 different target species with different fractions of the population into different locations and 105 quantified how these decisions affected species' persistence and community diversity. (3)
The total number of propagules of species in patch that survive after competition is a enough that there were few false positives (Appendix S1). persistence. Each characteristic is shaded depending on whether it is a characteristic of the species, its neighbors, the full community, or the environment. The horizontal axis shows the rank of the variable importance compared to other variables (1 being the most important), arranged in the same order for both plots. See Table 1 for definitions of symbols.
With AM 246
Under all scenarios, target species had a higher chance of persisting when relocating an 247 intermediate fraction of the total population during AM (Fig. 3) . Moreover, target species 248 persistence was typically lower we relocating 100% of the total population than under no 249 relocation (except when the target species was the shortest disperser). More often than not, 250 AM involved multiple relocations ( Fig. 4a-b) and higher AM success when relocating 251 intermediate fractions required more individual relocation events ( Fig. 4c-d ). Assisted migration 252 had little effect on the persistence of non-target species and final community diversity 253 (Appendix S2), so the remaining results focus on persistence instead of invasion risk.
254
Of the possible target species, the shortest dispersers experienced the greatest benefit 255 from AM ( Fig. 3a-b ). For most treatments, AM also increased persistence of target species with 256 the lowest population sizes, species with the closest poleward neighbors, and randomly picked 257 species. However, AM usually decreased persistence of species with the narrowest thermal 258 tolerances (specialists).
259
Assisted migration had a similar effect on persistence regardless of how we estimated 260 the species' thermal optimum ( Fig. 3c-d) . Under high stochasticity, AM was most successful 261 with perfect knowledge of species' thermal optima, but under low stochasticity, AM was most 262 successful with realized niche estimates. This difference suggests stronger competition in low-263 stochasticity environments such that competition set species limit more than species' inherent 264 thermal tolerances. For both levels of stochasticity, three of the top four most important variables for 266 predicting AM success of the shortest disperser were the target species' initial population size 267 (0), the target species' thermal tolerance breadth , and the difference in thermal 268 optimum between the target species and its poleward neighbor diff, , based on random forest 269 classifications (out-of bag error: 25.27% low stochasticity, 30.56% high stochasticity) ( Fig. 5a-b ). 270 Assisted migration was most successful when the values of these characteristics were higher 271 ( Fig. 5c-e ), suggesting that AM is most likely to benefit generalists with higher population sizes tolerance. We also found that specialist species were less likely to benefit from AM (Fig. 3) . 303 With only a narrow range of temperatures under which specialists can replace themselves, any 304 error in identifying a species' optimal climate would disproportionately affect specialists.
305
Removing the JATMN tradeoff would reduce specialists' competitiveness which could make 306 them more vulnerable to climate change, but it would also weaken specialists' competitive 307 ability, further limiting the effectiveness of AM.
308
Assisted migration was most successful for species that were dispersal limited because, (Fig. 2) , but the shortest dispersers also had the strongest proportional increase in 312 persistence with AM ( Fig. 3) . Moreover, the shortest dispersers were the only target species 313 that had increased persistence with every variation of AM that we modeled. We also found that 314 species with low initial population sizes and species with close poleward competitors were also 315 likely to be vulnerable to climate change and to benefit from AM (Fig. 3) . These species had 316 lower dispersal than the average species (Appendix S2), but they were likely to be strong AM species interactions could identify target species for AM that might otherwise be overlooked. 322 Overall, our results suggest that AM might be considered for conserving a variety of species 323 beyond those that are directly dispersal limited. 324 Even under optimal conditions, AM did not prevent the extinction of nearly 20% of 325 short-dispersing species (Fig. 3) . For specialists, AM failed because suitable environments were 326 sparse and narrow, but for other species, AM failed because they had a combination of 327 characteristics that limited establishment success (such as a species with both short dispersal 328 and narrow thermal tolerance) (Fig. 5 ). In these cases, managers might consider combining 329 alternative management strategies, like increasing connectivity, removing barriers, or creating temporarily increase the realized niche of the relocated species. However, this approach would 334 come with additional risks to resident species. 335 Fractional relocation 336 We found that AM was most successful when we relocated an intermediate fraction of 337 the total population (typically around 50%; Fig. 3 ), as this increases robustness to uncertainty 338 that could cause AM actions to fail. By leaving a fraction of the population to persist in the 339 original location, this approach retains a source population for future conservation actions in 340 case relocation occurs at the wrong time or into the wrong place. Fractional relocation also 341 buffers against the risk of falsely identifying a target species for AM, in which case leaving some 342 individuals behind could allow the species to recover those individuals that might be lost during 343 AM. This contrasts with past AM models that assume the optimal strategy is to move the 
354
Fractional relocation could also be robust to other risks that we did not directly model, 355 such as the risk of invasion beyond competition (because we did not find invasion risk from if poleward species were strong competitors (Fig. 2) , AM was also less successful when we 366 relocated species into an area occupied by stronger competitors (Fig. 5 ). The effect of 367 competition was higher in competition-driven, low-stochasticity communities where AM 368 success depended on characteristics of the poleward species than in dispersal-driven, high-369 stochasticity communities where success depended more on the ability to accurately place a 370 species into its optimal climate (Fig. 5) 
(1 − ) = 2(1 − ) (2 − ) .
(2)
Low population threshold 560 As we implemented a reactive approach to assisted migration, we had to determine a 561 threshold population below which the population would be relocated. To find a threshold that balanced these priorities, we analyzed time series of population 569 sizes in the 2 16 high stochasticity simulations in which no management actions were taken. We 570 considered a range of potential population size thresholds from 1 to 100. For each species, if 571 the population fell below the threshold, we determined whether or not the population went 572 extinct following the first instance it fell below the threshold. Those that fell below this 573 threshold but did not go extinct were false positives. Those that fell below the threshold and 574 went extinct in less than 5 time steps were true positives, but impractical to relocate before 575 extinction. Those that fell below the threshold and went extinct in more than 5 but less than 10 576 time steps were true positives that were practical for relocation. The maximum percentage of 577 practical true positives occurred with a threshold of population size of = 42 ( Figure S1.1) , 578 which we used as the low population threshold throughout our AM simulations.
579 Figure S1 .1: When simulated under climate change without assisted migration, species fell into three 591 categories (shaded) depending on their fate following the first time they fell below a low population 592 threshold. We compared threshold values to determine when we could detect a species was likely to go 593 extinct, but with enough time to take management action to prevent that extinction. "False positive" 594 species continued to persist until the end of the simulation. "Impractical true positive" species went 595 extinct within 5 time steps. "Practical true positive" species went extinct in more than 5 time steps but 596 less than 10 time steps. The threshold value that optimizes the percentage of practical true positives 597 (42) is marked by the vertical line. 598 with the bottom and top quantiles removed to limit the scale of the figure. Among these species that 621 went extinct, those with higher thermal tolerances had pole-ward neighbors with higher thermal 622 tolerance, with a stronger relationship in lower stochasticity environments. 623 assisted migration on gamma diversity with different types of thermal optimum estimates. The target 641 species in each of these simulations was the species with the shortest dispersal. 642
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